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Abstract: Smart grid cyber-physical system (CPS) exploits various physical components to provide better knowledge and
delicate control of the power grid, while the huge data volume is transmitted via the integration of advanced communication
technologies. To provide better services for the applications in the smart grid CPS, the communication network has to consider
the aspects of both improving the system throughput and meeting the real-time requirement. In order to address this issue, a
new communication strategy is proposed in this study. The strategy is based on the time performance features of different smart
grid CPS applications, which also exploits both temporal and spatial available spectrum resources for transmitting via spectrum
sharing techniques. Moreover, the performance has been verified by a case study based on IEEE 14-bus power system. An
important real-time application, namely real-time voltage stability enhancement, has been investigated in the case study. Results
show that the proposed communication strategy is able to improve the throughput of the smart grid CPS and the time
performance of time sensitive applications.

1 Introduction
Smart grid has been considered to be the most promising solution
in dealing with various challenges such as energy demand growth,
voltage stability, demand response and renewable energy
integration [1]. It exploits advanced communication technologies
to provide bidirectional, scalable, reliable data flows between all
kinds of smart devices, such as sensors, actuators and controllers.
Due to this close interaction with both cyber and physical
components, cyber-physical system (CPS) has been identified to be
the very answer in addressing the effective and efficient integration
and interaction issues in smart grids [2].

Widely implemented physical components provide more
detailed grid information and more delicate control methods, while
in return the data volume to be transmitted within the cyber parts is
also exploding [3]. Many advanced communication techniques
have been considered to provide better cyber service ability in the
smart grid CPS communication network. In [4], the communication
strategies for cyber-physical smart grid systems have been studied,
where ‘on-demand’ strategy has been proposed to improve the
performance of control-aware applications. In [5], the impact of
information and communication technologies on smart grid control
has been investigated via extensive case studies, where the issue of
heavy communication load and the impact of communication delay
have been considered. These existing literatures have also indicated
that spectrum scarcity is one of the key bottlenecks of the
performance improvement. In 2013, the license of a total 250 MHz
was auctioned by 1.56 billion pounds for the UK companies to
apply the 4G network [6]. Hence it can be expected that purchasing
or leasing spectrum resources will involve huge capital investment.
In contrast, although Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio
bands are free for use by everyone, it has been long reported to be
over crowed where reliability and interference have been major
concerns. Opportunistic transmission via cognitive radio enabled
spectrum sharing technique is one of the most promising solutions.
It can take advantage of spectrum vacancies for transmission,
which can provide relatively much wider bandwidth than the
subscribed one. Governments and organisations are working on
releasing more spectrum bandwidths for communications based on
spectrum sharing method. In the UK, a commitment has been
announced by the government that a total of 750 MHz spectrum
resources will be available by 2022, of which 500 MHz will be
available by 2020 [7]. Due to such support from authorities and

organisations around the world, spectrum sharing-based
communication networks become very promising methods in
addressing the spectrum resource scarcity problem, especially in
the smart grid CPSs where big data are expected.

The challenges are further complexed by the differentiated
communication performance requirements of smart grid CPS data
packages. It has been addressed that providing real-time
communication services is one of the challenges for CPS
applications [4]. Many applications need to make timely control
decisions based on the varying measurements, where latency will
compromise the performance and should be minimised. There are
already researches focusing on the real-time requirement of CPSs.
In [8], the IEEE time sensitive networks have been investigated in
the context of cyber-physical distributed systems. In [9], the
IEEE802.11-based networks have been considered to provide real-
time detection of possible misbehaviours, while the real-time
performance of IEEE802.11e WLAN has been studied in [10, 11].
There have been also several researches focusing on providing
testbeds for smart grid CPSs [12] as well as integrating advanced
wireless communication techniques such as 5G cellular networks
[13]. These researches are valuable in designing communication
strategies in smart grid cyber-physical communication networks. In
addition, due to the features and requirements of different smart
applications, the communication networks should be able to
provide differentiated services. There have been several different
methods proposed to address this issue. In [14], the outage
performance has been investigated using dynamic spectrum
management within smart grid context, where application priority
has been considered. In [15], the second user priority has been
considered, where blocking probability and system throughput
have been studied. Different from the existing literatures, in this
paper, we try to propose a more dedicated communication strategy
for smart grid CPS communication networks that can generally
increase the system's throughput and improve the time performance
of real-time applications at the cost of intended latency for non-
real-time applications, which is based on the different smart grid
application time performance requirements. To be specific, the
contributions of this paper are summarised as follows:

• A new communication strategy for spectrum sharing enabled
smart grid CPS communication networks has been proposed,
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which is based on the time performance requirements of three
types of smart grid applications.

• The performance gain for the proposed communication strategy
has been investigated, which shows that the cyber-physical
communication system performance as well as the time sensitive
applications performance will be improved.

• A case study of IEEE 14-bus system has been performed, where
the scenario with different types of applications are considered.
Particularly, an important application, namely real-time voltage
stability enhancement has been investigated under the proposed
communication strategy.

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, the smart grid CPSs and the applications within are briefly
reviewed and categorised. After that, a communication strategy is
proposed in Section 3, which is based on the time performance
features of different smart grid CPS applications. In order to test
the performance of the proposed communication strategy, a case
study based on IEEE 14-bus power system is conducted in Section
4, where an important real-time application, namely real-time
voltage stability enhancement has been investigated. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Spectrum sharing enabled smart grid CPSs
2.1 Background on smart grid CPSs

Since the term cyber-physical system was coined in 2006, it has
been further developed to describe a broad range of systems that
exploit multi-disciplinary technologies to address the integration
and interaction between cyber and physical subsystems [16]. This
system-level view of the cooperation between real-world devices
and cyber space resources has also enabled the fusion of various
advanced technologies, such as Internet of Things, big data,
wireless sensor networks and machine-to-machine [17].

The performance of existing power grid is expected to be
significantly improved via integrating all kinds of CPS sensors and
devices [12]. Different from traditional power grid, these sensors
and devices usually have communication abilities, which can
provide real-time monitoring and control of the grid operations,
such as phasor measurement units and all kinds of smart meters.
Besides, advanced wireless communication techniques have been
exploited to enable the bidirectional transmission within the grid.

This close interaction between physical devices and cyber
components reconstructs the traditional power grid to a smart grid
CPS, which has also enabled various real-time optimisation,
automation and control methods to be applicable. An example of a
smart grid CPS is given in Fig. 1. 

Although wired networks can provide reliable, low latency and
high throughput connections for the cyber networks, the cost and
deployment have been the major concerns to the application in
smart grid CPS. Compared to the wired counterparts, wireless
communication networks have many advantages, especially in the
aspects of scalability and cost. Moreover, it is much easier to
update the wireless systems where various mature techniques such
as cellular networks, satellite networks, ad-hoc networks and
sensor networks available for different cover range requirements
and application requirements. These features are especially
important in enabling the ubiquitous connections between
geographical apart physical devices. Hence in smart grid CPS, the
wireless networks have been used to span the ranges. In this paper,
we try to address two major concerns in improving the wireless
communication networks in smart grid CPS, namely the throughput
and real-time performance. The former will be addressed via
spectrum sharing method discussed in Section 2.2, while the later
will be improved via a new priority-based communication strategy
detailed in Sections 2.3 and 3.

2.2 Spectrum opportunities

The limited spectrum resources have long been the bottleneck of
most communication network. This is also true in the smart grid
CPS. Along with the emerging of more and more smart grid
applications, the conflict between high demand of communication
throughput and scarcity of spectrum is becoming prominent. Since
exclusive usage for a certain bandwidth usually involves huge
capital investment, one very promising solution is to exploit the
opportunistic transmissions via cognitive radio techniques. As
demonstrated in Fig. 2, due to the ineffectiveness of some wireless
communication system policies, it has been recognised that some
spectrum resources have been under-utilised, such as TV white
band. These temporal and/or spatial unoccupied spectrum
resources can be viewed as spectral opportunities and exploited by
other wireless communication system to improve their throughput
besides working on their own subscribed spectrum. 

In this paper, the proposed communication strategy uses both
licensed (subscribed) and unlicensed (opportunistic) spectrum
resources for transmission, while the former one will be used to
provide a minimum service and the latter one will be used to
expand the CPS communication performance. Note that the
subscribed spectrum is not limited to the spectrum bandwidth
which has been only purchased for exclusive usage, where free
ISM bands can be also used as subscribed spectrum. The difference
between the subscribed spectrum and opportunistic spectrum is
whether the smart grid communication system is the primary user.

A central spectrum coordination module will perform the real-
time spectrum sensing to identify the spectral opportunities. The
state-of-the-art spectrum sensing method is able to simultaneously
detect the spectrum usage in a wide range [18]. Then the available
channels will be allocated to the nodes with transmission
requirement.

2.3 Categories of smart grid applications

Integrating advance communication techniques into power grid has
enabled many new applications, such as smart meters, demand
management and real-time voltage stability enhancement. As can
be foreseen, many more kinds of smart grid application will
emerge in the near future. Different from the cellular network and
other data-oriented network, the information transmitted via smart
grid CPS communication network are essentially physical devices
oriented. Due to the various needs, functions and algorithms, the
data to be exchanged within the smart grid CPS are usually of
different types, which will have different time performance
requirements. For example, billing information are usually time
insensitive, where a relatively long delay will not impair its
performance. However, for typical real-time applications, the

Fig. 1  Example of a smart grid CPS
 

Fig. 2  Spectrum sharing via exploiting temporary unoccupied spectra
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measured status at the physical sensors usually changes with time,
while the control decision should be delivered to corresponding
actuators as soon as possible, because these kinds of information
are only valid for a very short period of time. In order to provide
better services to different applications, the information of different
applications can be categorised into three general classes, namely
critical information, important information and informative
information, which are summarised in Table 1 and detailed as
follows. 

2.3.1 Informative information (Class 1): All latency insensitive
applications can be categorised as informative information class,
such as smart metering, billing information and other information
gathering applications. Compared to the critical information and
important information classes, messages in informative information
class are relatively frequently generated. The messages in this class
usually require high throughput, but a significant delay might not
compromise the performance.

2.3.2 Important information (Class 2): For most real-time
applications, such as voltage stability enhancement, demand
response and supervisory control and data acquisition, they can be
categorised as important information. Based on different
mechanisms and algorithms, the messages associated to important
information class can be event-driven or periodic generated. The
messages can be measurements or control commands. Latency will
usually result in a compromised performance.

2.3.3 Critical information (Class 3): Critical information has the
highest priority among all the information classes. Applications
require strictly low latency or vital information that has to be
transmitted immediately should be categorised into this class. The
common features of this kind of information are: (a) rare in
occurrence and (b) short in message length. However, latency for
this kind of information will result in serious consequences.
Typical applications include grid control commands, outage
detection and restoration and other vital messages for control,
protection and management.

3 Proposed communication strategy and
performance analysis
As discussed in Section 2.3, the applications in smart grid CPS can
be categorised into three general classes. For applications with
critical information and important information, time performance is
the most concerned quality of service requirement, while the
applications with informative information are insensitive to even a
very large latency. Based on these important features, the
communication strategy can be designed accordingly as detailed
below.

3.1 Queue strategy for messages in each CPS
communication node

For each node in the smart grid CPS communication network, all
new arrival messages queue by the following rules:

• Between different classes, the new arrival message queue after
all the messages with higher class priority.

• Within the same class, the new arrival message follows first
come first serve method, i.e. queue at the end of the same class
messages.

A detailed diagram for the nodes queue strategy is given in Fig. 3. 

3.2 Channel allocation strategy

The temporal and spatial unexploited spectrum is sensed and
allocated by the central spectrum coordination centre. In this paper,
the total available spectrum resources consist of two parts, the
subscribed spectrum and opportunistic spectrum. For a
transmission round, the central spectrum coordination centre will
perform the spectrum sensing first to obtain the current spectrum
availability status. Then the spectrum will be divided into several
sub-channels and allocated to the nodes based on the following
rules:

• Nodes with higher priority message are allocated to a channel
before nodes with lower priority message.

• Nodes with same priority message are allocated randomly to
ensure a long term fairness.

A detailed diagram for the channel allocation strategy is given in
Fig. 4. The spectrum sensing is performed by the spectrum
coordination module located at the control centre. Here we
consider the widely applied energy detection spectrum sensing
method [1], which periodically monitors the opportunistic
spectrum bands and compares the signal strength to a decision
threshold. Note that in this paper three message priority classes
have been considered, hence only three channel allocation
iterations have been implemented. 

3.3 Long-term performance analysis

In this part, we will analyse the long-term performance of the
proposed communication strategy.

It is assumed that there are N communication nodes in the smart
grid CPS communication network, which are labelled as Nodek,
where k = 1, …, N. Let Aj

(i) denotes the jth application in
information class i, where i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, …, Ni. The average
probability for the application Aj

(i) generating one message during
one second is denoted by pj

(i), while the average size of the
messages is M j

(i) bits. If Nodek will receive and send messages of

Table 1 Categories of smart grid applications
Class number Information type Occurrence probability Delay tolerance Throughput requirement Importance
1 informative high high high low
2 important medium medium medium medium
3 critical low low low high
 

Fig. 3  Nodes queue strategy diagram
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application Aj
(i), then the kth element wk = 1 in the application

indicator vectorW j
(i) = [w1, …, wN], or wk = 0 otherwise.

For application of class i, the expected total message volume
within the network during one second can be given by

MC
(i) = ∑

j = 1

Ni

W j
(i)1N

T pj
(i)M j

(i), (1)

where 1N is the all one vector of length N and the symbol ( ⋅ )T

denotes transpose operation.
The bandwidths for the subscribed spectrum and opportunistic

spectrum are denoted by Bsub and Bopp
(m) , Hz, while the average

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are SNRsub and SNRopp
(m) , where

m = 1, …, Nopp and Nopp is the total number of spectral bands to be
opportunistic exploited. Using Shannon capacity theory, the long
term equivalent throughput for the subscribed spectrum band can
be given by [19]

Θsub = Bsublog2(1 + SNRsub), (2)

For opportunistic spectrum bands, the communication system is
using these spectrum bands as second user and should avoid the
interference to the primary user. The probability of appearance for
the primary user in spectrum band m is assumed to be pPR

(m). When
the primary user appears at the spectrum band m, the
communication system should yield to the primary user and use
other vacant spectrum bands. Besides, there are possibilities that
the spectrum sensing algorithms fail to detect the spectrum
availability and a false detection of primary user's appearance. In
these two cases, the opportunistic spectrum band will also not be
used for transmission. For the opportunistic spectrum band m, if we
denote the probability of detection and false alarm by pd

(m) and p f
(m),

then the long term equivalent throughput can be given by

Θopp
(m) = pd

(m)(1 − p f
(m))(1 − pPR

(m))Bopp
(m) log2(1 + SNRopp

(m) ) (3)

3.3.1 Network saturation: From the queuing theory aspect, the
service rate of the system should be larger or at least equivalent to
the arrival rate of the applications to avoid the system queue length
from growing to infinite [20]. In the considered CPS
communication network, it corresponds to the requirement of
communication throughput should be no less than the rate of new
arrival messages. If we define the network saturation metric as
S = Θ/M, then S = 1 will be the saturation point, which means that
the arrival rate of new messages is the same with the service rate of
CPS communication network. If S < 1, then the messages at each
communication node will surely to queue up, which will finally
result in communication failure. Generally speaking, the larger S
means less probability of message queueing up and more
redundancy of communication capability. This will be important in
both provide performance guarantee for existing applications and
allow spaces for further upcoming new applications. The network
saturation metric Ssub for the situations where only subscribed
spectrum is used can be given by

Ssub = Θsub

∑i = 1
3 MC

(i) ≡ Θsub

∑i = 1
3 ∑ j = 1

Ni W j
(i)1N

T pj
(i)M j

(i) , (4)

while Sopp + sub for the situation where both subscribed spectrum and
opportunistic spectrum are used can be given by

Sopp + sub = Θsub + Θopp

∑i = 1
3 MC

(i) ≡ Θsub + Θopp

∑i = 1
3 ∑ j = 1

Ni W j
(i)1N

T pj
(i)M j

(i) (5)

Compared to the networks only using the subscribed spectrum,
more applications can be served by exploiting spectrum sharing
techniques. Moreover, for the same application setups, the
packages on each CPS node is less likely to queue up. The network
saturation performance gain can be given by

Sopp + sub
Ssub

= 1 + Θopp
Θsub

. (6)

This gain indicates that the throughput improvement for the smart
grid CPS will depend on the ratio of opportunistic spectrum and the
subscribed one. It worth mention that the available bandwidths for
opportunistic spectrum bands are usually far more larger than the
subscribed spectrum bands. Actually in theory any unoccupied
spectrum can be exploited for transmission.

3.3.2 Expected longest latency: For the smart grid
communication networks, the performance for most real-time
applications is decided by the last arrived message. Here we
consider the expected longest latency Di defined as the time
experience by the last transmitted message in the class i. Then with
the proposed channel allocation strategy based on application class
priority, we have

Di =
∑n = 1

i MC
(4 − n)

Θsub + Θopp
(7)

while for the strategies without application class priority, we have

D1′ = D2′ = D3′ =
∑n = 1

3 MC
(n)

3(Θsub + Θopp)
(8)

Due to the nature of the information in each class, we usually have
M1 > M2 > M3. Hence we have D3 < D3′, which means that the
critical applications in Class 3 will experience less waiting time
compared to the strategies without application class priority.

Also we have

D2 − D2′ = 2MC
(3) + 2MC

(2) − MC
(1)

3(Θsub + Θopp)
.

Fig. 4  Channel allocation strategy diagram
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If we assume that the application in Class 3 have relatively
extremely low probability in generating messages, then the average
size of the messages MC

(3) ≃ 0. In this case, the condition for
D2 < D2′ can be estimated by MC

(1) > 2MC
(2). It can be expected that

the applications in Class 2 will also experience less waiting time
compared to the strategies without application class priority, if the
average size of the messages generated by Class 1 is more than the
double of that by Class 2. Note that this condition is easy to be
satisfied, since metering applications in Class 1 usually generate
large volume of messages [3].

4 Case study
In this section, we will use the IEEE 14-bus system to test the
performance of the proposed communication strategy, which is
illustrated in Fig. 5. 

It is assumed that the transmission nodes are allocated at each
bus position while the control centre with spectrum coordination
module is located at bus 6. All nodes will receive and send
messages from all applications. In addition, it is assumed that all
applications within same class have same probability of generating
one message during one unit time, which are pj

(1) = 0.2, pj
(2) = 0.1,

and pj
(3) = 0.01. There is only one Class 3 application in all

simulations, while there are multiple applications in both classes 1
and 2. Also an average package size for the message of different
classes are assumed to be M j

(1) = 4 kbits, M j
(2) = 2 kbits and

M j
(3) = 1 kbits.
In order to test the performance of the proposed communication

strategy on certain applications, one typical Class 2 application,
namely real-time voltage stability enhancement, has been
implemented within IEEE 14-bus system via reactive power
compensation at buses 2–14. This will be detailed in Section 4.1.

4.1 Real-time voltage stability enhancement

Voltage stability is one of the major concerns to the secure and
reliable operation of the power grid. The loss of voltage stability
will result in a shorten life of electronic components, cascading
outages or even wide-range blackouts. However, due to
transmission loss and varying load, the voltage on different buses
will change in a real-time manner. Real-time voltage stability
enhancement is an application that intends to help keep the
voltages close to the nominal values and enhance the stability of
the power grid, which is introduced as follows.

For illustration purpose, an IEEE 14-bus power system has been
considered as given in Fig. 5. It is assumed that a traditional power

plant is located at bus 1, while a wind farm is located at bus 2.
Static Volt-Ampere reactive compensators (SVCs) are installed on
each load bus. Meanwhile, in order to estimate the voltage stability,
the metric of L-index is introduced, which is a linear voltage
stability indicator for load buses. The L-index can be computed as
[22]

Lj = 1 − ∑
i = 1

g
F ji

Vi
V j

, (9)

where Vi and V j are the voltages at load buses and generator buses,
respectively, where i = 1, …, g are the generator bus numbers and
j = 1, …, ℓ are the load bus numbers. F ji in (9) is the element of
the Fℓg matrix which is computed from admittance matrix. To be
specific, according to circuit theory we have the relation between
current, voltage and admittance as follows:

Ig

Iℓ
=

Ygg Ygℓ

Yℓg Yℓℓ

Vg

Vℓ
, (10)

where Yℓℓ is the self-admittance at the bus ℓ, Yℓg is the mutual
admittances between the buses ℓ and g and similar notation rules
apply to Ygg and Ygℓ. By rearranging (10), we have

Vℓ

Ig
=

Zℓℓ Fℓg

Kgℓ Ngg

Iℓ

Vg
, (11)

where Fℓg can be computed as Fℓg = − Yℓℓ
−1Yℓg. Applying similar

rules, the matrices Zℓℓ, Kgℓ and Ngg can be obtained.
For a specific power grid, the elements of admittance matrices

Yℓg and Yℓℓ are readily available. These parameters can be viewed
as constant unless there are changes to the grid topology. Although
there are matrix manipulations involved in the calculation of Fℓg, it
only needs to be calculated once and can be viewed as a prior
knowledge thereafter. Besides, bus voltages are necessary
information for power grid operation, which can be obtained via
numerical power flow methods such as Newton–Raphson power
flow solution. Therefore the calculation of L-index defined in (9)
will not introduce significant extra computation complexity to the
system.

The L-index Lj given in (9) indicates the distance between
operation point and the condition of no load. For individual buses,
the L-index is strictly within the range of 0 to 1, namely
0 ≤ Lj ≤ 1. If there is no load connected to that bus, then Lj = 0.
For the extreme condition with significant load increase in the
power system, the L-index Lj will be inherently increased to 1,
which indicates the power system is at its maximum power transfer
condition and reaches the collapse point. Generally speaking,
smaller L-index value means the allowance for the increase of load
is larger, which is corresponding to the more stable status of this
bus.

It is an effective way to reduce line currents and network losses
by injecting reactive power into the power system, which in turn
helps to keep the voltages close to the nominal values and enhance
the stability. Therefore, reactive power compensation is widely
applied to improve the voltage stability margins. Due to the rotor
current injection schemes, the reactive power output can also be
controlled. Hence it is feasible to control wind generators as the
sources of reactive power. Here we denote the reactive power
output of SVCs and wind generators as Qsvc and Qwg, respectively.

The improvement of voltage stability for the whole power grid
system can be formulated as minimising the sum of the squares of
L-index values at all load buses. Hence the optimisation
formulation can be defined by combining the objective function
and the associated constraints, as follows:

Fig. 5  IEEE 14-bus diagram [21]
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min T Q = ∑
j = 1

ℓ
Lj

2

s . t . Qwg
min ≤ Qwg ≤ Qwg

max

Qsvc
min ≤ Qsvc ≤ Qsvc

max

(12)

where Q is the control variable including Qsvc and Qwg.
In the case study, the real-time voltage stability enhancement

application will collect the bus power status, and then make the
reactive power compensation every one second. The measurements
and control decisions will be transmitted via the proposed
communication strategy. To be specific, the power flow
measurements including active power and reactive power will be
taken at each bus. Then this information will be transmitted to the
control centre at bus 6 via the communication nodes installed at
each bus as illustrated in Fig. 5. These nodes may also transmit the
information from other applications, and their channel assignments
follow the proposed communication strategy. After receiving all
the power flow measurements, the control centre will make
reactive compensation decisions to improve the overall grid
voltage stability via (12). These reactive compensation decisions
will be delivered to individual buses for actuation via the proposed
communication strategies.

4.2 Simulation and discussion

It is assumed that the smart grid communication system has a total
bandwidth of 40 MHz as subscribed user. The subscribed
bandwidth is divided into five sub-channels, and each sub-channel
has the same bandwidth of 8 MHz. Here we consider TV white
space frequency band in 470–550 MHz, which consists of ten sub-
channels of 8 MHz bandwidth each [23]. The probability of the
primary user occupying the TV white space is assumed to be
pPR = 0.1, while pd and p f  are both assumed to be 0. The average
SNRs for all channels are assumed to be 3, while the Nakagami-m
fading with the parameter m = 2 has been considered for each
channel. Without loss of generality, each transmission round is
assumed to be 1 ms, where the first 0.5 ms is for the down-link
(from central control centre to nodes) transmission and the second
0.5 ms is for the up-link (from nodes to central control centre)
transmission.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed class
priority-based communication strategy, two strategies without
considering class priority have been used as comparisons, which
apply the first come first serve (FCFS) method and throughput-

oriented method [24]. To be specific, in the FCFS method, the
available channel will be assigned to the first requesting node. On
the other hand, in throughput-oriented method, the channel will be
assigned to the node with maximum achievable throughput.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, by exploiting opportunistic spectrum,
the smart grid cyber-physical communication system can support
more applications before reaching the saturation status than that of
using only the subscribed spectrum. Under the unsaturated
scenarios with same application setups, spectrum sharing-based
system can provide more communication capacity redundancy. The
capacity surplus is important in both leaving spaces for future
applications as well as allowing various choices of advanced
communication techniques. Note that in this simulation, only part
of the TV white spectrum has been considered. By 2022, a total of
750 MHz spectrum sharing resources in the below 10 GHz bands
will become available [23]. Furthermore, the essence of spectrum
sharing method is to take advantage of unexploited spectrum
resources, whether it is temporal, spatial or from other dimension
aspect. Hence it can be expected that the communication capacity
of smart grid CPS can be further expanded. 

In order to test the time performance of both time sensitive and
insensitive applications, two scenarios have been considered. The
first has three Class 1 applications, three Class 2 applications and
one Class 3 application, while the second one has three Class 1
applications, four Class 2 applications and one Class 3 application.
The results have been summarised in Tables 2 and 3. It can be
indicated from both tables that average and maximum transmission
time for Class 3 application packages have been improved with the
implementation of application class priority. Furthermore, by
comparing two tables, when more applications are simultaneously
served, the time performances for Class 3 applications do not
compromise as the FCFS and throughput oriented strategies do,
which are all without the consideration of application class priority.
This feature will be important in guaranteeing the time
performance of the application with vital information. Due to the
application class priority, time performance for Class 2 applications
have also been improved, which is at the cost of increasing the
transmission time of Class 1 applications as expected from the
analysis in Section 3.3.2. As the channel usage getting close to
saturation, the time performance for Class 1 applications will be
further compromised. However, as the Class 1 applications are
insensitive to latencies, the overall system performance has been
improved. It should also be noted that, without the spectrum
resources provided by the spectrum sharing technology, the
channel will be easily saturated by various Class 1 applications and
the proposed priority-based communication strategy will not have
the similar good performance. Besides, it can be also indicated
from Tables 2 and 3 that, from the aspect of time performance,
throughput oriented method has similar performance with the
FCFS method. 

The voltage stability performance of IEEE 14-bus system has
been given in Fig. 7. Since timely VAR compensation has been
made with real-time varying grid power flow measurement, the
overall voltage stability performance has been largely improved.
This is true for situations of both with and without communication
delays, as well as with and without the consideration of class
priorities. However, it can be also told from Fig. 7 that
communication delay will impair the compensation outcome. This
is due to the fact that the control decision is made based on the
lagged measurements, which will then also experience latency due
to the communication delay. It is indicated from Fig. 7 that, by
applying the proposed transmission strategy with class priority, the
overall voltage stability is the most close one to the best achievable
performance, which is due to the reduced latency for real-time

Fig. 6  Channel saturation with different application numbers under two
scenarios
(a) Using only subscribed spectrum, (b) Exploiting spectrum sharing

 

Table 2 Time performance with three Class 1 applications, three Class 2 applications and one Class 3 application
Class number Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Average, ms Max, ms Average, ms Max, ms Average, ms Max, ms
proposed class priority method 0.74 17.50 0.25 4.25 0.13 0.13
FCFS method 0.68 15.50 0.44 7.25 0.32 2.13
throughput oriented method 0.67 14.50 0.43 8.25 0.31 2.13
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applications. It can be noticed that the real-time voltage stability
enhancement application has similar overall performance using
FCFS method and throughput oriented method. When applying
methods without considering class priority such as FCFS method
and throughput oriented method, the voltage stability performance
is more likely to be compromised if the bus loads have relatively
larger changes, which is indicated during the periods of 6–15 and
18–31 s in Fig. 7. By applying the proposed transmission strategy
with class priority, the overall voltage stability is more close to best
performance than those without considering class priority, which is
due to the reduced latency for real-time applications. If the
considered power grid becomes larger and more applications are
involved in the communication network, the influence of
communication latency will be more prominent. 

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the applications in smart grid CPSs have been briefly
reviewed and categorised into three classes, namely critical
information, important information and informative information.
Based on the properties and features of this classification, a
communication strategy has been proposed. The long-term
performance for the proposed strategy has been analysed and
discussed. A case study of IEEE 14-bus power system has been
performed, where the application of real-time voltage stability has
been considered. In addition, simulation under several scenarios
has been carried out. Results have shown that, via the
implementation of the proposed application class priority-based
communication strategy, the throughput and real-time performance
of spectrum sharing enabled smart grid CPS have been improved.
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Fig. 7  Performance of voltage stability enhancement application
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